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The Path 2003

the lion that is inside of you is greater than any lion the path is an inspiring prophetic allegory that will take you on a journey of rediscovering the love of the one inside of you

written in the genre of the final quest trilogy you ll meet elijah the seekers and others while learning important truths about the nature of jesus christ and your relationship with

him

The Chosen Path 2016-12-01

the chosen path follows zoe from a secure existence to the ultimate adventure she is called be the king on a life changing quest to remiah the crowning mountain of love

along the way she is faced with many choices each of which holds the power to change her life the king sends friends en route to help her but if she is ever to reach remiah

she must be changed overcome fear and many enemies the risks are great but the rewards will be far greater if zoe can complete her journey the chosen path is a call to

leave the comfortable to pursue a victorious fulfilling life

The Final Quest Trilogy 2010

what if a single revelation could change your destiny in a moment in this riveting bestselling series author rick joyner takes you on the supernatural journey that has captivated

millions more real than an allegory the final quest trilogy is a panoramic vision of the epic struggle between light and darkness and your part in it as the series unfolds you

can join in the great battle encounter angels and demons apostles and prophets and the heavenly realm itself this trilogy is about the greatest adventure to serve the greatest

king and to stand for his truth with courage a tale not for the timid but for the bold

Wisdom from Rick Joyner 2012-02-21

drawing from years of ministry and writing experience well respected rick joyner crafts an inspirational devotional that is full of practical living nuggets the 40 small sections

range from discussion about how to destroy racism in our society to overcoming pride personal experiences flavor the messages with the right amount of seasoning offered is

a well balanced variety of subjects including wisdom s weaponry wisdom over witchcraft wisdom over poverty wisdom versus idealism wisdom of fear wisdom to dream of

heaven wisdom and miracles wisdom to meet needs using excerpts from his own writings and quotes from other christian thinkers wisdom from rick joyner weaves pertinent

scripture into the mixture of hope and encouragement points to ponder give you much to think about and there is a page for your own personal ideas thoughts and prayers

about becoming more christ like the clear heartbeat of this devotional while author rick joyner presents himself as a fellow sinner saved by grace he candidly shares much



wisdom and the flow reads like a personal spiritual counseling session with a seasoned calm and compassionate pastor

Delivered from Evil Expanded Edition 2016-10-18

the church in its present state will not survive much longer we are in need of a radical change in delivered from evil his third book in a series on spiritual warfare rick joyner

demonstrates how this change will include dismantling the strongholds of fear confusion and human idealism he directs christians to the greatest weapons in their spiritual

arsenal love humility and restoration delivered from evil heralds the new breed of leadership who will embody these qualities teaches the biblical meaning of true apostolic

calling and shows how the last day church will draw people back to the heart of god

Army of the Dawn II 2018-10-15

at the root of virtually every crisis in the world today you will find that the cause is related to a crisis of leadership into this vacuum of leadership the lord is going to raise up a

standard of the best leaders the world will have ever known and they will emerge from the body of christ this book is about this new breed of leader that is now being

prepared

The Valley 2017-08-29

book two fire on the mountain series in this thought provoking prophetic allegory written in the genre of the final quest author rick joynertakes you on a journey of learning

how to defeat the enemy both within and without trek through the valley of the shadow of death with a band of bold christians as they discover strategies to overcome enemy

strongholds defeat death and set the captives free along the way you ll experience the joys of close fellowship while gleaning wisdom from elijah enoch and a very special

dinner host the lord himself

The Vision 2011-07-28

rick joyner brilliantly relays a panoramic vision of the ultimate battle between the forces of good and evil taking place just beyond the veil of this world guided by wisdom

joyner embarks on a journey from the battlefield were the hordes of hell wreak havoc to the mountain of the lord and eventually through the ranks of heaven itself in the mid

1990s rick joyner received a prophetic vision of the ultimate clash between the forces of good and evil guided by wisdom joyner embarks on an incredible journey from a grim

battlefield where the hordes of hell wreak havoc to the mountain of the lord where he fights alongside fellow soldiers eventually making his way through the ranks of heaven



the result of this brilliant panoramic vision is the bestselling book the final quest when first published it quickly topped the bestseller charts selling more than one million copies

and becoming an instant classic his follow up book the call continues the larger than life saga challenging readers to live out the truth they discover along the way packed

with spiritual insights the vision now brings both classics together in a single book joyner s experience offers both encouragement and a warning to the faithful followers of

jesus we must remain sober about our enemy and do everything we can to help prepare our brothers and sisters and we must always remember we serve a loving god who

gave himself for us and is calling us to do the same

Wisdom From Rick Joyner 2015

drawing from years of ministry and writing experience well respected author rick joyner crafts an inspirational devotional that is full of practical living nuggets the 40 small

sections range from discussion about how to destroy racism in our society to overcoming pride personal experiences flavor the messages with the right amount of seasoning

you will find a well balanced variety of subjects including wisdom s weaponry wisdom over poverty wisdom of fear wisdom and miracles wisdom over witchcraft wisdom

versus idealism wisdom to dream of heaven wisdom to meet needs using excerpts from his own writings and quotes from other christian thinkers wisdom from rick joyner

weaves pertinent scripture into the mixture of hope and encouragement points to ponder give you much to think about and there is a page for your own personal ideas

thoughts and prayers about becoming more christ like the clear heartbeat of this devotional how much better to get wisdom than gold and to get understanding is to be

chosen rather than silver proverbs 16 16 nkjv while author rick joyner presents himself as a fellow sinner saved by grace he candidly shares much wisdom and his words flow

like a personal spiritual counseling session with a seasoned calm and compassionate pastor

Army of the Dawn 2017-08-29

god has an army that will soon mobilize its weapons are not physical but spiritual and this gathering will be the most powerful force on earth this book is a call to be part of

the greatest adventure and the most important cause there will ever be army of the dawn is both a prophecy and a training manual it is written to inform inspire and provide

practical instruction for those who are called to follow the king and turn an upside down world right side up

Living Dangerously 2001

the issue of climate change is an ongoing debate and it is a crucial issue that will affect us all living dangerously is about rick joyner s journey to understand climate change

and determine if it is real he learned far more than he expected and the implications are more far reaching than imagined



Enoch's Blessing 1999-08-23

rediscover the first prophet s urgent message for the final generation in this updated edition of enoch s blessing this book clearly presents enoch s ancient writings in a

modern english paraphrase while exploring the prophetic significance of his message for the end times this updated edition includes sub headings for ease of study along with

over two hundred helpful notes bible cross references and a topical index for individual or small group study

The Vision 2021-04-27

rick joyner brilliantly relays a panoramic vision of the ultimate battle between the forces of good and evil taking place just beyond the veil of this world guided by wisdom

joyner embarks on a journey from the battlefield were the hordes of hell wreak havoc to the mountain of the lord and eventually through the ranks of heaven itself in the mid

1990s rick joyner received a prophetic vision of the ultimate clash between the forces of good and evil guided by wisdom joyner embarks on an incredible journey from a grim

battlefield where the hordes of hell wreak havoc to the mountain of the lord where he fights alongside fellow soldiers eventually making his way through the ranks of heaven

the result of this brilliant panoramic vision is the bestselling book the final quest when first published it quickly topped the bestseller charts selling more than one million copies

and becoming an instant classic his follow up book the call continues the larger than life saga challenging readers to live out the truth they discover along the way packed

with spiritual insights the vision now brings both classics together in a single book joyner s experience offers both encouragement and a warning to the faithful followers of

jesus we must remain sober about our enemy and do everything we can to help prepare our brothers and sisters and we must always remember we serve a loving god who

gave himself for us and is calling us to do the same

Shadows of Things to Come 2012-04-17

in this important book joyner looks at the life and ministry of the apostles and of later generations of believers so that christians today can close the openings the enemy has

used to gain entry and do his deadly work

A Prophetic Vision for the 21st Century 2012

rick joyner says we have tended to over focus on the end of the age the end times but this is not just the end it s the beginning of a new age when christ will rule over the

earth for the church to reclaim the high ground of hope for the future we must begin to proclaim the beginning the coming of the kingdom in a prophetic vision for the 21st

century joyner discusses why revival tarries for america what it means to be delivered from the mark of the beast the rise and fall of america the greatest awakening a famine



in the land and practical ways to serve in the latter days it includes encouragement for weary church leaders as well as the second part of the hordes of hell are marching

illustrating the unified church rising as an army in the most pivotal battle of all time between the light and darkness

A Prophetic History 2014-09

a prophetic history by rick joyner takes you on a journey of faith obedience and courage through the recounting of morningstar s founding and rick joyner s personal journey

in the prophetic this expanded edition covers the early years of morningstar and includes new stories of key prophetic moments that will inspire you to believe god for your

own destiny you will learn about rick s salvation experience and call to the prophetic ministry the individuals and movements that impacted the ministry s development the

prophetic words spoken over the morningstar properties and much more more than a history book a prophetic history is full of lessons in walking out our calling it is a

roadmap to navigate the trials on the road to destiny while imparting hope in all that the lord can and will do in your life

The Second American Revolution/Civil War 2022-01-15

in 2018 i had a dream of a coming second american revolution civil war in this dream i saw events that are now unfolding at a rapid pace i saw the conclusion of our present

trauma and the triumph over the evil that has been subduing our land i saw how this victory will be accomplished this is what i saw rick joyner

The Final Quest 2014

what if a single revelation could change your destiny in a moment in this riveting bestseller author rick joyner takes you on the supernatural journey that has captivated

millions more real than an allegory the final quest is a panoramic vision of the epic struggle between light and darkness and your part in it as the journey unfolds you can join

in the great battle encounter angels and demons apostles and prophets and the heavenly realm itself this book is about the greatest adventure to serve the greatest king and

to stand for his truth with courage a tale not for the timid but for the bold

I See a New America 1986

america is too young to die or to have the kind of economic and social heart attacks we have suffered in recent years if we do not change our direction we will end up where

we are headed this book addresses the most dangerous crises of our times and gives practical answers for turning them into opportunities for our brightest future yet



50 Days for a Soaring Vision 2016-06-16

this daily devotional is designed to open the eyes of our hearts to clearly see the realities of the spiritual realm and be united with the heart of god those with such vision

touch earth with the truth of eternity and change the world they walk in

ファイナルクエスト 2021-12-22

the issue of climate change is an ongoing debate and it is a crucial issue that will affect us all living dangerously is about rick joyner s journey to understand climate change

and determine if it is real he learned far more than he expected and the implications are more far reaching than imagined

The Principles of War 2006

there were two trees in the garden has remained a bestseller for more than twenty five years discover the conflict as old as the garden of eden and represented by two trees

the tree of the knowledge of good and evil and the tree of life this classic book is a study of the fundamental difference between what these two trees represent the kingdom

of darkness and the kingdom of god learn how the struggle that began so long ago affects your life today and how you can stand for truth in the midst of darkness

Living Dangerously 2011-07-28

paths of ever increasing glory by michael fickess takes enoch s blessing a step further by exploring enoch s unique theology from a biblical perspective using scripture

prophetic insight and practical instruction this book further illuminates the mysteries of the spirit highlighting christ s supremacy as the greatest mystery while diving into other

important topics such as angelic ministry the cloud of witnesses the days of noah overcoming the curse of the fall and much more

There Were Two Trees in the Garden 2007-08

i am a part of a traveling ministry and visit home churches around the united states starting in late 2002 in that time i have seen a great many christians from all around the

nation in many different situations i had what i thought christians were like and what they did and didn t do but quickly found out that christians didn t always act the way they

should or knew one thing really well but not another things i ve seen that repeated over and over again in many situations it s not like you can go up to someone and tell

them what they are doing very easily i felt it was better for me to write about what i have seen and what should be i have also written in this book about my personal



struggles to attain godliness i view dying to self as a continual process and that one has never fully arrived there are many veils peeled away in due process i believe that

there are still levels of maturity that are not even attained yet i felt i could fully say what i would like all christians to hear this is my portion and it is incomplete because

everybody has a piece to the puzzle we need to have humility to take our pieces and to put them together paraphrased rick joyner i m not the all in all who knows all things i

m not perfect i am not an intense person so i try to say things in such a way to try to not offend but on the other side i feel that the truth needs to be said i think we often

overlook the simple things jesus said in the gospels many things that we often forget about this book was written in spurts all around the nation over a period of about 15

years if you want to know what the book is about the easiest way is to go through the chapters list topics to see the chapters list or get the digital version of my book free go

to my webpage dieingtoself

Paths of Ever-Increasing Glory 2006-02

the overcoming life defines the ultimate quest of the true christian life how to become like the lord and do the works that he did through this book s discussion of the nine

fruits of the spirit listed in galatians 5 19 23 you will be challenged to pursue the lord s glory and be changed into his image

My Path to Dying to Self, Spiritual Dynamics, and the Struggle of the Modern-Day Christian 1995

the church in its present state will not survive much longer we are in need of a radical change in delivered from evil his third book in a series on spiritual warfare rick joyner

demonstrates how this change will include dismantling the strongholds of fear confusion and human idealism he directs christians to the greatest weapons in their spiritual

arsenal love humility and restoration delivered from evil heralds the new breed of leadership who will embody these qualities teaches the biblical meaning of true apostolic

calling and shows how the last day church will draw people back to the heart of god

The Overcoming Life 2016-07-08

after creation itself the greatest miracle was when god himself became a man and walked upon the earth he did this to show man how to become a new creation ascending

into the heavenly realm with a spiritual nature this book one of rick joyner s favorites is about this most remarkable time and written from the perspective of both men and

angels



Delivered from Evil 2003

you re saved but now what the journey begins expounds upon the clear path from bondage to deliverance to walking in the promises of god our wilderness experiences are

part of following him but after the wilderness his presence abides with us discover a treasure far more valuable than anything the world has to offer

When God Walked the Earth 2017-12-16

quando a voz tem algo para dizer é sábio parar para escutá la com atenção a voz é real e a igreja de jesus cristo precisa parar para ouvi la em um encontro entre a voz e

um profeta num lugar ermo este livro mostra como a personagem principal o próprio autor tece uma narrativa entre deus e o seu povo num caminho de confronto sobre o

verdadeiro sentido do cristianismo do discipulado e do desafio de subir o monte santo e de permanecer perseverante neste árduo difícil e inóspito caminho esta leitura é

fundamental para todos os que desejam alcançar o coração de deus e superar seus limites em prol do seu reino

The Journey Begins

leadership and creativity are two of the most powerful forces on earth together they have dictated the course of history they can be used for good or evil creating a wide

swath across the human landscape this book is a study of these two forces using interesting real life examples it is also a simple straightforward course on how you can

develop leadership and creativity in your own life

O Caminho

this book is a classic for this hour it is actually divided into two smaller books to facilitate study learning the author shares foundational principles of finding jesus and

becoming part of his kingdom she outlines the significance of knowing him and being in relationship with him this book is also interactive it challenges a reader to look deep

within the depths of ones heart and to allow the holy spirit who is the source of power for the believer to flourish to release inner healing freedom and revelation of his her

true identity this book is timeless and will help all believers to grow in their faith it is a useful teaching tool for small groups a ready source for new believers and a call for all

of us to be more effective as gods warriors in the days ahead this book is a must have for your library carolyn suty regional director aglow international



Leadership: The Power of a Creative Life

when i first shared each of these vision i was inundated with requests to copy and translate them and they quickly went around the world now almost two decades later they

are being rediscovered and this book is the result of the growing demand for them again much that was prophesied in these visions has come to pass and the rest seems to

be upon us they now seem more relevant than ever

The Flourish Series

confusion it is one of the most devastating enemies of truth and human achievement crippling even the most brilliant what constitutes a world of confusion and what is the key

to overcoming it written with straightforward and biblical wisdom overcoming confusion cuts through confusion s deceptive fog this book will help you discern its many sources

and symptoms while giving you the tools to live with clarity and purpose every day

Visions of the Harvest: 25th Anniversary Edition

do you desire to experience all that god promised under the new covenant you can taking the landexplores the new covenant life and its benefits revelation of these benefits

will equip you to grab hold of them and walk in the fullness of christ today

Overcoming Confusion

america is too young to die the nation has suffered economic and social heart attacks in recent years and if we do not change our direction we will end up where we are

headed this book addresses the most dangerous crises of our times and gives practical answers for turning them into opportunities for our brightest future yet

Taking the Land

rick joyner with his renowned insight and spiritual depth guides you through the journey of understanding the kingdom s exponential growth recognizing its presence in our

lives and learning how to fully embrace it amidst the challenges of the world this book is more than just a guide it s an invitation to cultivate a deeper relationship with god to

hear his voice more clearly and to walk in his ways with greater conviction each chapter of the kingdom of heaven is at hand is thoughtfully paired with discussion questions

making it an invaluable resource for small groups or personal study these questions are designed to foster deeper understanding and personal reflection enabling readers to



apply the teachings to their own lives whether you re seeking a closer walk with god or a clearer understanding of jesus teachings about the kingdom of heaven this book is a

treasure trove of wisdom it s an essential read for those who yearn to live a life marked by divine intimacy and kingdom impact

I See a New America

holiness is one of the most important yet most misunderstood concepts in the bible the church is called to be a holy nation and the scriptures promise that when the nations

are shaken a vast body of holy ones will rise to meet the challenge the rise of his holy ones explores these promises with sound biblical wisdom and prophetic insight

discover the deeper streams of holiness that bring liberty and empower us to abide in the holy one all the time reflection questions for individual and small group study are

included

The Kingdom of Heaven is at Hand

one of the most widely circulated prophecies in recent times the harvest is a panorama of coming events many of which have been fulfilled the 25th anniversary edition

features the complete vision and showcases the greatest event yet to be fulfilled

The Rise of His Holy Ones

The Harvest: 25th Anniversary Edition
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